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NEW QUESTION: 1
A DevOps Engineer is leading the implementation for automating patching of Windows-based
workstations in a hybrid cloud environment by using AWS Systems Manager (SSM).
What steps should the Engineer follow to set up Systems Manager to automate patching in this
environment? (Select TWO.)
A. Create multiple IAM service roles for Systems Manager so that the ssm amazonaws.com
service can execute the AssumeRole operation on every instance. Register the role on a
per-resource level to enable the creation of a service token. Perform managed-instance
activation with the newly created service role attached to each managed instance.
B. Run AWS Config to create a list of instances that are unpatched and not compliant. Create an
instance scheduler job, and through an AWS Lambda function, perform the instance patching
to bring them up to compliance.
C. Create an IAM service role for Systems Manager so that the ssm amazonaws.com service can
execute the AssumeRole operation. Register the role to enable the creation of a service token.
Perform managed-instance activation with the newly created service role.
D. Using previously obtained activation codes and activation IDs, download and install the SSM
Agent on the hybrid servers, and register the servers or virtual machines on the Systems
Manager service.
Hybrid instances will show with an "i-" prefix in the SSM console as if they were provisioned as
a regular Amazon EC2 instance.
E. Using previously obtained activation codes and activation IDs, download and install the SSM
Agent on the hybrid servers, and register the servers or virtual machines on the Systems
Manager service.
Hybrid instances will show with an "mi-" prefix in the SSM console.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
CORRECT TEXT
You work for an organization that monitors seismic activity around volcanos. You have a table
named GroundSensors. The table stored data collected from seismic sensors. It includes the
columns describes in the following table:
The database also contains a scalar value function named NearestMountain that accepts a
parameter of type geography and returns the name of the mountain that is nearest to the
sensor.
You need to create a query that shows the average of the normalized readings from the sensors

for each mountain. The query must meet the following requirements:
* Return the average normalized readings named AverageReading.
* Return the nearest mountain name named Mountain.
* Do not return any other columns.
* Exclude sensors for which no normalized reading exists.
Construct the query using the following guidelines:
* Use one part names to reference tables, columns and functions.
* Do not use parentheses unless required.
* Define column headings using the AS keyword.
* Do not surround object names with square brackets.
Part of the correct Transact-SQL has been provided in the answer area below. Enter the code in
the answer area that resolves the problem and meets the stated goals or requirements. You can
add code within the code that has been provided as well as below it.
Use the Check Syntax button to verify your work. Any syntax or spelling errors will be reported
by line and character position.
Answer:
Explanation:
Please see explanation
Explanation:
1 SELECT avg (normalizedreading) as AverageReading, location as Mountain
2 FROM GroundSensors
3 WHERE normalizedreading is not null
Note: On line 1 change to AverageReading and change to Mountain.

NEW QUESTION: 3
When using the PEAP or EAP-TLS wireless authentication method, we need to use which
command to enable it globally, and load the root certificate and server certificate as needed.
A. dot1x authentication-method eap
B. dot1x authentication-method peap
C. dot1x authentication-method pap
D. dot1x authentication-method chap
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: B
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